
cBook
INTERACTIVE, IMMERSIVE & INNOVATIVE



Interactive, 
immersive & innovative

Welcome to the world of cBook

Our holistic solution comprises 3 unique products that completely revolutionize educational and  
training requirements. Whether used individually or as a complete package, these tools form a synergistic 

and integrating educational solution aimed at not only facilitating learning but also making it a moving and 
enriching experience.

Numerous customers benefit from the cBook world and have been rewarded.

A product world for everyone!

LMS Authoring tool

PLATFORM CREATOR COMPETENCE

Survey tool



cBook Platform
Are you looking for a LMS that is visually high-quality and appealing and tailored to your needs? 
A tool that allows you to manage and combine offline as well as online content in one system, 
measures learning success, and offers customized dashboards and course catalogs? 
cBook Platform is the right choice for you and your company.

CREATE YOUR LEARNING WORLD

THE ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

INDIVIDUAL DESIGN
Everything for the learning groups -  

cBook Platform is the learning management system 
of our cBook world. Unique and individually  

tailored to the learners. Perfect for creating an 
individual learning experience platform for your 

learning groups.

During the recruiting 
process or already during 

pre-/onboarding through to 
individual development within 

the company -  cBook Platform 
combines what you and your 

learning organization really need. 

UNIQUE LEARNING 
PLATFORM

INTELLIGENT 
COURSE PAGE
Our intelligent course page is key for your learner journey. 
It gives your learners the perfect overview.

cBook Platform promises an 
individual and intuitive learning 
environment, specifically tailored to 
the needs of the company, target 
audience or customers.

CREATE enters the stage as 
an up-and-coming Totara 

partner in Germany, Austria 
and Switzerland.

Many configuration options

Plug-ins to extend functionality

Customizable themes (highly individual design)

Integration into other systems

Intuitive, visually appealing, and engaging learning platform

Simple and effective user guidance



cBook Creator
Are you looking for an authoring tool with an 
intuitive backend and numerous features? 
cBook Creator offers a high degree of 
customization and can also be used to 
create accessible content.

THE AUTHORING TOOL FOR EXPERTS

THE ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

PROFESSIONAL BACKEND
At the heart of the cBook Creator lies a powerful backend that gives you full control over your learning content. 
Here, you can seamlessly create, customize, and manage content with intuitive tools. Whether you‘re analyzing 
data, tracking user interactions, or developing new courses, with cBook Creator, you have everything under control.

INTERACTIVITY

DISCOVERY 
MAPS

Our authoring tool equips you with drag & 
drop, multiple and single choice questions 
and other dynamic options to make your 
learning modules not only informative 
but also interactive.

In the cBook Creator, you can not 
only conceptualize Discovery Maps 
but also visually design them. This 
feature allows you to not only plan 

complex learning paths and know-
ledge structures but also to make 
them individually appealing and 

intuitively understandable.

cBook Creator promises an advanced 
and versatile authoring environment, 
particularly suitable for experts 
seeking a comprehensive and 
customizable solution.

JavaScript Integration

Asset Management

Creation of accessible content

Social features

High degree of individualization

Innovative outcome in the frontend



cBook Competence
INTELLIGENT SURVEY TOOL

THE ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

DIVERSE OPTIONS 
Expand your horizon in terms of surveys with cBook 

Competence: Utilize everything from scale questions 
to multiple choice and free-text responses to gain 

profound insights and create a rich data landscape.

PRECISE 
REPORTS

cBook Competence lets you not only create surveys but also benefit from integrated reporting 
tools that provide clear insights and actionable data.

cBook Competence revolutionizes the way we shape learning 
processes by enabling personalized learning experiences. 
Through the integration of our tool, we tailor the learning 
journey to each individual and provide customized learning 
recommendations based on their skills.

Conditional & repetition logic

Degree of individualization

Integration into other systems

Personalized learning recommendations

Individually customizable

The days of impersonal, standardized learning content are a 
thing of the past with cBook Competence. This revolutionary 
survey tool addresses the deep-rooted pain points of 
traditional learning systems. Say goodbye to generic content 
and rigid learning paths that barely engage. cBook Competence 
provides deep insights into the strengths and weaknesses of 
your trainees and allows you to implement these insights 
directly into personalized learning paths.



+43 (1) 78 66 318

office@create.at

contact@cbook.de

cBook
cBook is the perfect choice for anyone seeking a customized, accessible, and 
seamlessly integratable learning solution. Whether it‘s a LMS, authoring 
tool, or survey tool – our products are fully customizable, accessible, and 
effortlessly integrate into existing systems. 

They bring a breath of fresh air to learning groups and companies by 
promoting interactive and effective learning.

Furthermore, we guarantee the highest data protection standards, 
fully comply with GDPR regulations, and securely host our servers in 

Austria and Germany. By using cBook, you‘re investing in a 
future-proof platform that redefines education.

LMS Authoring tool

PLATFORM CREATOR COMPETENCE

Survey tool

You want to get to know us and realize your potential?
Then contact us and make an appointment for a FREE initial consultation!

WANT TO 
KNOW MORE?

FOLLOW US FOR MORE AND STAY UP-TO-DATE!

/CREATE.DIGITAL-LEARNING @create_wie_leben_lernen /company/create-wir-leben-lernen /@createwirlebenlernen5648



Tel.: +43 (1) 78 66 318 
E-Mail: contact@cbook.de

LMS? 
AUTHORING TOOL?
SURVEY TOOL?

ARE YOU 
HAPPY 

WITH YOUR...


